Combustion Vehicle

SEASON 5

Electric Vehicle
Combustion Vehicle

EVENT FORMAT & RULES

TECHNICAL INSPECTION (STATIC EVENT)

GENERAL RULES- Teams need to check their vehicle before bringing to event site that the vehicle
is manufactured as per the rules suggested for Mega ATV Championship. Teams need to check
all points given in the inspection sheet provided. The vehicles of the teams will be inspected on
site by the event technical inspectors and will be allowed to run only if the vehicle pass the onsite inspections. Technical inspection includes electrical system, electrical power system/tractive
system, engine RPM test, Brake test, driver’s safety suit and kit inspection, and whole vehicle
inspection as per the given rule book.
VEHICLE CONSTRUCTION- The vehicles must be constructed as per the rule book only. The
vehicle must meet all construction rules of the rule book.
BRAKE TEST- In brake test the vehicle need to run in a nearly straight and flat road for a distance
of around 50 Meters. The vehicle should go on full throttle and apply the brake at the indication
given. The vehicle must stop at the given area and after stopping the vehicle must stop in nearly
straight line position. The brakes must apply on each of the wheels. If any vehicle does not pass
the brake test in first attempt they will be given second and third attempt to pass respectively.
After failing third attempt team will be declared as NOT PASSED and eliminated.
LIMITATIONS IN ATTEMPTS- The attempts will be given only in the specified time i.e. in the
mentioned schedule the technical inspection will start at 11:00 Hrs. and continue till 18:00 Hrs.
All vehicles must complete their all attempts in the specified time. No vehicles will be allowed to
take an attempt after the mentioned schedule.
ENGINE/ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM TEST - All engines will be inspected, teams need to produce
the original copy of the invoice at the time of inspection of the engine. Teams need to keep their
RPM and governor setting as specified in the rule book. The RPM will be checked and given an
OK signal to teams and will be sealed. Teams are strictly instructed not to change the RPM and
Governor setting after engine inspection. Organizers may check the engine rpm any time during
the event. (RPM limitations, 1750 RPM at Idle condition recommended-3800 Max.) for electrical
power system all power system must meet the specifications power and voltage limits as
suggested in rule book.
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DRIVER SAFETY TEST- Teams need to produce safety suit and kit for driver, in good condition and
specified rating as per rule book. Teams need to produce the invoice for each individual
equipment’s related to driver’s safety. All equipment’s must be in good condition, not in
damaged condition in any manner. Damaged or torn equipment’s will not be accepted.
Driver’s equipment’s must be as specified in the rule book and must cover full body of the
driver, no jackets or half jackets will be allowed. Exceptions-Driver shoes may be ordinary or
general sports shoes may be allowed in some cases. (TEAMS CANNOT GIVE EXAMPLES OF
OTHER SIMILAR EVENTS ORGANISED BY OTHER ORGANISATIONS)
The clearance between the drivers head and the top ceiling/RHO must be more than 6” (Inch) in
sitting position fully equipped with safety gear.
NOTE: As safety for the drivers and fellow participants are the first priority so there will be no
compromise in the any of the safety rules. Teams must confirm that they have proper safety
equipment’s of specified rating and quality like seat belt, safety suit, balaclava, helmet, shoes etc.
TEAM MEMBERS SAFETY JACKET- All team members must have safety jacket of orange color only
(Other colour are not accepted) as specified in the rule book which will be inspected at the time
of technical inspection. If any team fails to produce the team member’s safety jackets are not
allowed and will not be allowed to move in the event area.
LIGHTS-Teams must have lights mounted properly in the vehicles which will be inspected during
the technical inspection and before the night endurance event. If lights are not working properly
the vehicle will not be allowed to participate in night endurance/black out event.
BACKUP AND EMERGENCY LIGHT- It is strongly recommended to teams that teams should make
a mounting for emergency lights/torches (High quality battery operated torches), in case the
lights are not working /in case of light failure teams can continue their race with emergency
backup lights.
BRAKE LIGHT- Teams must have brake lights which must operate on application of brake at all
time, and mounted properly as given in the rule book. Brake test will not be passed if brake lights
are not working. NOTE: Brake lights must be operated by Hydraulic pressure switch. No
manual/mechanical brake switch is permitted.
REVERSE LIGHT AND ALARM- Teams must have reverse light and reverse alarm on application of
reverse gear. If any vehicle is not having reverse gear they do not require revers light and alarm.
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BATTERY MOUNTING- All batteries must be mounted in the specified place only and secure
position as said in rule book. No batteries are allowed in the driver cockpit and driver’s seat.
EGRESSION TEST- The egression of the driver will be tested, driver must wear all safety
equipment’s and sit in driving position by keeping both hands on steering wheel, in static position
of the vehicle. And the instruction will be given by the technical inspector to come out. The driver
must come out within the five seconds form when the instruction given by the technical inspector
to when driver’s both the feet are at ground. Maximum three attempts for this will be given.
TILT TEST-There must not be any leakage of oil in the tilt position of the vehicle at 45 degree
angle from both sides of the vehicle and from the front also. There must not be leakage in any
fuel, engine oil, gear and differential oil and brake oil.
VEHICLE INSPECTION GO-NO-GO- The maximum size/dimensions of the vehicle is restricted as
per the rule book, and the tracks are designed as per the maximum dimensions of the vehicles.
We will check the maximum size of the vehicle and GO-NO-GO devices will installed to check the
vehicle size. Oversized vehicles are not allowed to participate in the event. Hence they will be
rejected during the technical inspection.
LIGHT AND VEHICLE VISIBLITY TEST- The vehicles will tested in dark after sunset for the head
lamps, brake lights, number plates, complete vehicle visibility as given in the rule book. Teams
please keep in mind your complete vehicle and its all dimensions must be visible if your vehicle
is kept in dark from all sides. It is necessary to put tape lights/radium lights in all exposed
members (Primary) for example RHO, SIM, RRH, ENGINE COMPARTMENT must be illuminated
all the time during night endurance race.
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS- Teams must have fire extinguishers as specified in the rule book and must
be properly mounted in the vehicle of specified size. And one backup fire extinguisher to be with
the team members. Spray and other rated or oversized extinguisher should not be mounted in
the vehicle.
CAR NO- The vehicles must contain car nos. as specified in the rule book. No cars will be allowed
to participate without having car nos. or wrongly installed car nos. Car no. must be written by
strip/tape lights/acrylic LED lights only in given letter format in rule book.
FASTENERS-All fasteners/nut bolts used in the vehicles must be properly tightened and must use
lock nuts where nuts are used. Nut and bolts where nuts are used bolts length must be chosen in
such a way that at least two threads are out in fully tighten position of nut and bolts.
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SHARP EDGES- There must not be any sharp edges which can harm anyone in touching of the
vehicle and must not be cause of penetration of drivers body in case of the vehicle meets any
accident or during the escape of the driver from the vehicle.
USE OF RADIO- If any team using radio signals in any communication devices they must have
approved frequency license to use the radio devices at the event site.
LOOPHOLES- As there may be loopholes in the rules and exceptional cases may arise, organizer
will take decisions in such cases which will be favourable to all teams, event, and safety and
favourable to the participants.

MILAGE OF THE VEHICLE- It is seen in our previous events driver come to refuel/changing of
batteries their vehicles during the race without checking the fuel level in the tank and in
charging level, either they are already having fuel or they are fully empty in some place, which
is unnecessary killing of time, We strongly recommend to check the mileage of the vehicle that
will help the team drivers to develop strategy during running their vehicle in the race, and they
will be able to decide the actual time for re-fuelling/replacement of batteries to avoid
unnecessary refuelling /replacement of batteries of the vehicle.
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1. DRAG RACE (DYNAMIC EVENT)
(10:00 Hrs.-12:30 Hrs.), Patch no.-3, 60 Mts.
GENERAL RULE- In this race two vehicles will be running simultaneously for a length of
around 60 meters. Drivers need to accelerate their vehicle as much as possible to get the
best result. Here acceleration of the vehicle will be recorded and vehicle ranking on the
basis of fastest vehicle will be done, which will be used during the line-up of the next
consecutive events. Score will be awarded on the basis of time taken to complete the
distance by each vehicle. Vehicle which completes the track in minimum time will be
declared as winner among all the vehicles. Only one chance for each vehicle will be given
in this particular event no second chance or repeat chance will be given to any vehicle.
After crossing the finish line vehicle needs to decelerate and stop the vehicle only in the
specified region.
TRACK DESCRIPTION- In this event almost flat and nearly straight path of soil around 60
Meters will be there. No obstacles like humps, rocks, tyre and logs will be there.
ENGINE SHUT DOWN DURING THE EVENT- In this event if engine shut down/power or
tractive system failure takes place,
case-1, within 15 meters from the starting line, vehicle will be allowed to take second
chance and will be called back to the starting line and start the race with other vehicle in
next slot without imposing any penalty, if again engine shuts down one member of the
team may come and re-start the engine/power or tractive system, and continue the race
no third chance will be given.
Case -2, if the engine shut down/power or tractive system failure takes place after 15
meters of the starting line one team member of the same vehicle may come and start the
engine/tractive system and continue the race, without any penalty, no second chance will
be given in this case.
REPAIRING- Vehicles meets permanent or temporary failures will be termed as DNF, no
repairing or second chance will be given in case of repairing.
DNF (DID NOT FINISH) - Vehicles which are awarded as DNF will be awarded zero score
for this particular event.
FUELING/CHARGING/REPLACEMENT OF BATTERIES – Fuelling/charging/replacement of
batteries are not allowed during the event to any vehicle for this particular event.
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PENALTY – vehicle going out of the track during running of the vehicle will be termed as
DNF for this particular event. Vehicle do not stop in the specified region after completing
the race will be awarded one rank penalty.

2. SOLO DIRT RACE (DYNAMIC EVENT)
(13:30 Hrs.-18:00 Hrs.), Main Track

GENERAL RULE- Team vehicle need to complete one full circle/ loop of the total track
length allotted alone. In this race vehicle will be running alone in the track, not with other
vehicles. The score will be given on the basis of total time taken by the vehicle to cover
the total specified length. Vehicle who will complete the length in minimum time will be
declared as winner.
TRACK DESCRIPTION- In this event the track will be the main track where night endurance
will take place. The track may consists of natural soil road, humps, hills, rocks water etc.
DNF (Did not finish) - Teams/vehicles who will not complete the total length will be
declared as DNF and zero score will be awarded to the team for this particular event.
Only one chance will be given to each team no repeat or second/ third chance will be
given in any manner under any circumstances in this particular event.
ENGINE/TRACTIVE SYSTEM SHUT DOWN DURING THE EVENT- In case of engine shut
down driver may ask any track volunteer to re-start the engine. In case no volunteer or
persons are available nearby, driver may start the engine and lock the safety belt properly
and run the vehicle, if the driver did not put/lock the belt properly the vehicle will be
penalized as DNF. For electric vehicles if tractive system shut down they may re-start and
move forward.
REPAIRING- In case of any temporary failure during the event teams may take their
vehicle out of the track and sort out the problem and again take the vehicle into the race
track, teams need to continue the race from the same place where engine was shut
down/brake down occurred, any shortcut or passing the tracks out of specified path will
be penalized as DNF and zero score will be awarded to the team. Vehicles taking time
more than ½ hours to repair in case of brake down in this particular event shall not be
allowed to continue the race again and will be declared as DNF.
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IF THE TOTAL TIME TAKEN TO COMPLETE THE TRACK BY ANY PARTICULAR VEHICLE IS
MORE THAN 60 MINUTES WILL BE DECLARED AS DNF AND ZERO SCORE WILL BE
AWARDED TO THE TEAM.
PENALTY- Vehicles need to run in the specified path only any trespasses or short-cut taken
will be penalized as DNF or may be banned for the next event ONE EVENT in case of
serious safety rule violation.
FUELING/CHARGING/REPLACEMENT OF BATTERIES – Fuelling/charging/replacement of
batteries are not allowed during the event to any vehicle for this particular event.
TOEING FACILITY- Toeing facility will be provided only after completion of the event. No
toeing facility will be provided during the event.
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3. ARMAGEDDON RACE (DYNAMIC EVENT)
Armageddon Track, 350 Mts. Approx.
GENERAL RULE- Team vehicle need to complete track length of around 350 Meters. In this event
vehicle will be running alone in the track, not with other vehicles. The score will be given on the
basis of total time taken by the vehicle to cover the total specified length. Vehicle who will
complete the length in minimum time will be declared as winner. In this event single vehicle will
be doing the event after completing of one vehicle next vehicle will be allowed to perform.
TRACK DESCRIPTION- In this event the track will be a combination of ramp, booby traps, mud,
water, rocks, sand, logs and hard jumping of the vehicle will be done. The total length of the track
will be around 350 meters.
ENGINE/TRACTIVE SYSTEM SHUT DOWN DURING THE EVENT- In case of engine shut down driver
may ask any track volunteer to re-start the engine. In case no volunteer or persons are available
nearby, driver may start the engine and lock the safety belt properly and run the vehicle, if the
driver did not put/lock the belt properly the vehicle will be penalized as DNF. For electric vehicles
if tractive system shut down they may re-start and move forward.
USE OF WINCHING GEAR- Teams are allowed to use battery operated winching gear system for
additional support in case vehicle is stuck somewhere.

REPAIRING- Vehicles meets permanent or temporary failures will be termed as DNF, no repairing
or second chance will be given in case of repairing.
PENALTY – vehicle going out of the track during running of the vehicle will be termed as DNF for
this particular event. If all four wheels of the vehicle is completely out of track.
DNF (DID NOT FINISH) - Vehicles which are awarded as DNF will be awarded zero score for this
particular event.
FUELING – Re-Fuelling is not allowed during the event to any vehicle for this particular event.
SUPPORT- Vehicle need to pass all given obstacles with itself, no other manual support like
pushing, pulling by any human effort or machine like toeing vehicles are strictly prohibited.
Exception- In case of toppling inside the track, Engine shut down, human and machine effort is
allowed to use and vehicle can continue the race further. TEAMS MAY ALSO USE WINCHING
GEAR FOR SUPPORT.
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4. DAY NIGHT BLACK OUT ENDURANCE RACE (DYNAMIC EVENT)
(17:00 Hrs.-21:00 Hrs.), Main Track, 10.00 Kms.
GENERAL RULE- This is the endurance racing of the vehicles participating in the event. All
vehicles who have passed technical inspection and their lights are working properly. In
this event vehicles will be running at a time of around four hour’s non-stop, where
durability of the vehicle and the capability of the drivers will be tested. This event will
occur in the main track of the event which is a long closed loop. The vehicles will be
moving in the closed loop and score will be given on the basis of maximum no of laps
covered by each vehicle in the specified time i.e. maximum distance travelled by a vehicle
in the specified given time. Vehicle who will cover maximum distance in the given time
will be declared as winner.
TRACK DESCRIPTION- In this event the track will be the main track where night endurance
will take place. The track may consists of natural soil road, humps, hills, rocks water etc.

DNF (Did not finish) - Teams/vehicles who will not complete at least one full lap of the
total track length will be declared as DNF and zero score will be awarded to the team for
this particular event.
ENGINE/TRACTIVE SYSTEM SHUT DOWN DURING THE EVENT- In case of engine/tractive
system shut down driver may ask any track volunteer to re-start the engine (for
combustion). In case no volunteer or persons are available nearby, driver may start the
engine or tractive system and lock the safety belt properly and run the vehicle, if the
driver did not put/lock the belt properly the vehicle will be penalized as DNF.
LIGHT FAILURE-As per rule book four lights are mandatory to install in the vehicle. At the
starting line-up before the race starts all four lights will be checked/inspected of each
vehicle whether they are working or not. But during the running of the vehicle in the race
at least any two lights in horizontal directions (Either head lamps or Fog lamps must
work). In case of light failure/not working all four lights at a time, driver should stop the
vehicle immediately and take the vehicle out of track and repair it and then continue the
race or (Driver can continue race with Backup/emergency lights).
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In case lights are not working and vehicles are continuously running we will stop the
transponder reading /receiver and impose the penalty if required at that moment and
vehicle will not allowed to further continue the race until the lights starts working. It is
very clear instruction from the event organizer that we will not give any type of warning
to any vehicle if the lights are not working and vehicle is still moving it is the prime duty
of the driver to stop and repair.
REPAIRING- In case of any temporary failure during the event teams may take their
vehicle out of the track and sort out the problem and again take the vehicle into the race
track, teams need to continue the race from the same place where engine was shut
down/brake down occur, any shortcut or passing the tracks out of specified path will be
penalized and the LAP will not counted for the particular lap.
TEAM MEMBERS- All members from each team will be allowed to enter the track area
during this event wearing orange colour safety jackets only.
MAINTANANCE BAY- Driver’s who needs any type of interaction/discussion with their
team member or things like running inspection of vehicle/changing of driver/drinking
water/soft drinks/refreshments/checking of fuel level/inspection of fasteners to be done
at maintenance bay only.
PENALTY- Vehicles need to run in the specified path only any trespasses or short-cut
taken, LAP will not counted for that particular lap. Vehicles may be imposed penalty of
demotion of one Rank, or may lead to disqualification in case of serious safety rule
violation.
FUELING- There will be one fuelling station for re-fuelling of the vehicles in the race track.
Teams need to re-fuel their vehicles when needed during the race. As this is the most
precious and dangerous place so the violation of any safety rules in the fuel area may lead
to disqualification of the team. Some of the rules are:1. The vehicle should come for re-fuelling at a speed less than 20 Kmph. Any rash driving
near the fuel area will be counted as violation of safety rules.
2. Re-fuelling of the vehicles will be done by the event organizers crew members only.
No team members are allowed in the fuel area.
3. Teams are not allowed to do any type of interaction/discussion with the driver at the
fuelling area. Things like running inspection of vehicle/changing of driver/drinking
water/taking eatables are strictly prohibited in the fuel area. Doing these act at the
fuelling area will be counted as serious safety violation.
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4. Drivers are instructed to keep their vehicle slow as much as possible while entering
into fuel area and during exit from the fuel area. Drivers need to kill the engine at the
fuel area and re-fuel the vehicle. Fuel will not be given if the engine is in start
position/running.
5. During the exit of the vehicle after re-fuelling and entering into track will be escorted
by volunteer/Crew member present over there. Driver need to follow the instruction
of the crew while entering into track and maintain marching speed or speed less than
20Kmph.

ALCOHOL- Consumption of any alcoholic beverages, narcotics drugs etc. is completely
banned. No team member or driver should be under the influence of any drug or alcohol.
Organizers reserves the right to do medical test any time during the event and post event.
SAFETY JACKETS – All safety jackets must be of orange colour and team name and car no
must be printed or sticker may be pasted of size at least 4” (Inches) in back side and 2”
(Inches) in front left chest.
Toeing- considering safety, toeing of the vehicles will be given only after completion of
the event. No toeing support will be given during the event. Teams can repair their
vehicle on the track area only taking vehicle out of the track in case of any failure.
General regulation- teams are requested to keep in mind that the maintaining the
dignity, discipline and safety of the fellow participants during the event should be their
first priority. Running their vehicle out of the specified area and time and doing some
other irrelevant activity will be counted as serious safety violation. If any team or its
member found doing any such act may be charged as per the rules and regulation of the
event. Organizers reserves the right to take any action in such cases. Teams may be
penalized or may ask to leave the event area immediately.
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1. RULES OF CONDUCT
1. All MEGA ATV CHAMPIONSHIP participants can be proud of the excellent
sportsmanship and cooperation among teams that are two of the hallmarks of the
series. Good conduct and compliance with the rules and the official instructions are
expectations and requirements for every team member.
2. An incident of unsportsmanlike conduct, the organizer is authorized to impose an
appropriate penalty.
3. Unsportsmanlike conduct can include arguments with officials, disobedience of
official instructions and the use of abusive or threatening language to any official or
other participant. Depending on the seriousness of the infraction the penalty for such
actions can range from a deduction of up to fifty percent (50%) of the team’s points to
expulsion of the entire team. Penalties of this type will only be imposed after a
complete review of the incident by the organizer.
4. Alcohol and Illegal Material Alcoholic beverages, firearms, weapons of any type and
illegal materials are prohibited at MEGA ATV CHAMPIONSHIP site during the
competition. The penalty for violation of this rule is the immediate expulsion of the
entire team, not just the individual(s) involved. This rule applies to team members,
advisors and any individuals working with the team on-site.
5. Smoking - Prohibited
Smoking is prohibited in all competition areas.
6. Parties-Disruptive parties either on or off-site must be prevented by the faculty
advisor or team captain.
7. Trash Clean-Up - Clean-up of trash and debris is the responsibility of the teams.
Please make an effort to keep your paddock area clean and uncluttered. At the end of
the day, each team must clean their work area.
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8. Site Condition - Please help the organizers keep the site clean. The sites used for
MEGA ATV CHAMPIONSHIP is generally private property and should be treated as
such. Competitors are reminded that they are guests of the owners. All trash should be
placed in the receptacles provided. Glass is not allowed on the grounds. Failure to
clean the premises will result in an unsportsmanlike conduct penalty. Competitors are
encouraged to police their areas after meals.
9. Motorcycles, Bicycles, Rollerblades, etc. - Prohibited
The use of motorcycles, quads, bicycles, scooters, skateboards, rollerblades or similar
person-carrying or motor driven devices by team members and spectators in any part
of the competition area, including the paddocks is prohibited.
1. SPECTATOR RULES
1. General
The organizers typically do not have a direct line of communication with spectators
other than on-the-spot at the competition; thus, the competitors, faculty and
volunteers are expected to help inform the spectators of the safety rules and help
restrict spectators to the spectator areas.
2. Alcoholic Beverages
Spectators may not drink or possess alcoholic beverages at any competition location.
3. Access Restrictions
Spectators must keep a specified distance back decided by the organizers, from any
area where vehicles are operating under power. Motor vehicle competitions are
potentially dangerous and safety rules will be strictly enforced.
4. Children
A competition site is not a safe place for children and unsupervised young people.
Spectators who fail to strictly control their children will be asked to leave the site.
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5. Removal of Spectators
The course officials and organizers have the absolute right to restrict spectator access
to any parts of the site and to eject anyone who violates safety rules or ignores the
instructions of officials.

6. Unsafe Practices and Conduct
All participants are required to exercise safe practices and avoid unsafe activities at all
times during the competition. The event organizer has the discretionary authority to
impose a just penalty for any conduct deemed unsafe. All team members will be held
to this rule.

THE ABOVE RULES AND FORMAT GIVEN ARE VALID FOR BOTH
ELECTRIC AS WELL AS COMBUSTION ENGINE VEHICLES.
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